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                Faster Ways to Favorite Dishes With the New Minute Tapioca

                
 by   Anonymous 
The recipes in this little book bring you the good news—starting with the best and the easiest recipe for tapioca cream you’ve ever met. You’ll find here more than a dozen grand cream desserts, full of real honest-to-goodness home-made nourishment ... new fruit tapiocas for every season ... new baked tapioca puddings ... and 19 recipes in which Min..
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                My Hundred Favorite Recipes

                
 by   Mary Blake 
This little book is sent to you in the hope that among its recipes you will find many new and tasty dishes. My own favorite recipes are contained herein, one hundred of them, and I can promise that you will find them all thoroughly practical. No matter how old a story cooking is to us, no matter how little zest we think we have for it, we need only..
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                12 Pies Husbands Like Best -  Aunt Jenny's Recipe Book

                
 by   Anonymous 
Here is my newest Spry cookbook, with 12 recipes for beautiful pies. I’m so glad you sent for it, and I hope you’ll try every one of them! They’re recipes you can depend on, because they’ve been tested over and over again in the Lever Test Kitchens. What’s more, this book is chock-full of tricks that will make pies the easiest thing you bake! There..
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                A Short Cut to Better Jams and Jellies

                
 by   Anonymous 
A SHORT CUT to Better Jams and JelliesPerfect Jams and JelliesThe Short-Boil MethodSteps to FollowJelly Recipes6Jam RecipesDo’s and Don’tsPrepare Fruit: Select fully ripe fruit. Wash, then prepare exactly as recipe directs. If fruit lacks tartness add ¼ cup lemon juice when adding sugar. For separating juice for jelly, use 1-yard square of Canton f..
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                Grandma's Recipes for Mother and Daughter

                
 by   Anonymous 
GRANDMA’S RECIPES for MOTHER AND DAUGHTER BREADS, MEATS, VEGETABLES CAKES, COOKIES, DESSERTS Molasses, a product of sugar cane, is a part of the American tradition and has graced American tables since the days of the first colonists. It played a very important role in the building up of the early commerce of Colonial New England where it was and st..
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                Delicious Recipes -  Including Toll House Chocolate Cookies

                
 by   Nestle 
It was here in 1930 that Ruth Wakefield, a well-known dietician and lecturer, started her now famous inn, calling it “The Toll House,” where old-fashioned favorites and new recipes are carefully prepared and served in a modern atmosphere.Among these delicious recipes which Mrs. Wakefield has created is the new and different kind of chocolate cookie..
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                Choice Recipes and Menus Using Canned Foods

                
 by   Anonymous 
The Home Economics Section of the American Can Company has prepared this new recipe book to help you use canned foods in a greater variety of ways.These recipes have been created in the Canco Testing Kitchen to give you new food dishes that are colorful, easy to prepare and high in nutritive value. Simple enough for successful preparation by beginn..
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                Overweight and Underweight

                
 by   Anonymous 
Desirable weight is a very individual thing. It may be described as the weight at which a person both looks and feels his best. Height, bone structure, and muscular development must all be taken into account.Because no two people are alike, weight tables cannot show with complete accuracy exactly what every individual should weigh. The tables shown..
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